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Background: Cancer genomes accumulate frequent and diverse chromosomal abnormalities

as well as gene mutations but must maintain the ability to survive in vivo. We hypothesize

that genetic selection acts to maintain tumour survival by preserving copy number of spe-

cific genes and genomic regions. Genomic regions and genes that remain unaltered in copy

number and expression, respectively, may be essential for maintaining tumour survival.

Methods: We analyzed copy number data of 243 previously reported breast tumours and

computationally derived stable copy number regions. To identify genes in stable copy

number regions with nominal changes in expression, datasets for tumour and normal

samples were compared. Results were replicated by analysis of a series of independent

copy number, expression and genomic sequencing studies. A subset of stable regions, in-

cluding stable paralogous regions, were confirmed by quantitative PCR and fluorescence

in situ hybridization (FISH) in 5 breast cancer cell lines. We deduced a comprehensive

set of dually stable genes (i.e. maintaining nominal copy number and expression) which

were categorized according to pathway and ontology assignments. The stability of genes

encoding therapeutic drug targets was also assessed.

Results and Conclusion: Tumour genome analysis revealed 766 unstable (amplified and/or

deleted) and 812 stable contiguous genomic regions. Replication analysis of an indepen-

dent set of 171 breast tumours confirmed copy number stability of 1.3 Gb of the genome.

We found that 5804 of these genes were dually stable. The composition of this gene set

remained essentially unchanged (<2% reduction) after accounting for commonly mutated

breast cancer genes found by sequencing and differential expression. The stable breast

cancer genome is enriched for cellular metabolism, regulation of gene expression, DNA

packaging (chromatin and nucleosome assembly), and regulation of apoptosis functions.

Stable genes participating in multiple essential pathways were consistently found to be

targets of chemotherapies. Preservation of stable, essential genes may be related to the

effectiveness of certain chemotherapeutic agents that act on multiple gene products in

this set.
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1. Introduction (aCGH): by a Representational Oligonucleotide Microarray
Mutation studies establish which essential gene products are

critical for growth, and development of tumours. Despite ex-

tensive genomic instability, presumably, a minimal set of

gene products are required for tumour cell survival. Loss-of-

function mutations required for the proliferation and survival

of cancer cells have been investigated using RNA interference

(Ngo et al., 2006; Silva et al., 2008). Functional genetic analyses

have identified causal cancer genes and much effort has been

made to determine their contribution to the tumourigenic

phenotype.

Human cancers arise from the accumulation of numerous

genetic and epigenetic alterations, which lead to dysregulation

ofprotein-codinggenesandinteractinggeneswithinapathway

(Schaferetal., 2009).Microarray studies assessabnormalities in

copy number of specific genes (Hicks et al., 2006), expression

(Perou et al., 2000), and methylation status (Feinberg and

Tycko, 2004; Widschwendter and Jones, 2002). Genomic rear-

rangements, deletions, amplifications, and point mutations of

genes regulating cell growth, apoptosis and DNA repair are re-

sponsible for unregulatedproliferation (VogelsteinandKinzler,

2004). As well, alterations in oncogenes and tumour-

suppressor genes contribute to tumourigenesis (Davies et al.,

2002; Friedberg, 2003; Nowell, 2002; Santarosa and Ashworth,

2004). Common targets for amplification and deletion include

ERBB2, MYC, CDKN2A, PTEN, and SMAD4 (Collins and

Groudine, 1982; Hahn et al., 1996; Kamb et al., 1994; Li et al.,

1997; Slamon et al., 1987; Steck et al., 1997). In breast tumours,

genomic regions that are consistently abnormal have been

termed “saw-tooth” and “firestorm regions” because they pos-

sess the highest frequencies of gains and losses of genomic se-

quences (Hicks et al., 2006). However, investigation of genes

with little or no variation in copy number or expression has

not been a focus of cancer studies, even though they may

also contribute to maintenance of the tumour phenotype.

Confronted with frequent chromosome instability and

gene mutation, some tumour cell lineages are surprisingly re-

silient to autophagy and apoptosis.We investigate the compo-

sition of the stable gene set in breast tumours which

presumably contributes to their survival, regardless of

whether they are derived from cancer stem cells or from

source cells that have avoided inactivation of essential genes.

We have characterized regions of breast cancer genomes that

share stable copy number (Chin et al., 2007; Hicks et al., 2006)

and exhibit levels of expression similar to matched normal

tissues (Turashvili et al., 2007; Naderi et al., 2007). We address

whether these stable regions encode essential gene products

by determining if standard breast cancer chemotherapies

kill cancer cells by depriving tumours of these functions.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Definition of stable and unstable genomic regions in
the breast cancer genome

Copy number and expression were analyzed from indepen-

dent array comparative genomic hybridization datasets
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Analysis (ROMA; GEO GPL7313) and a custom 30K 60-mer oli-

gonucleotide array (GEO GPL5737). The ROMA platform con-

tained approximately 85,000 probes with an approximately

uniform genomic distribution (Lisitsyn et al., 1993; Lucito

et al., 2003). The data consist of 2847 probes that detected au-

tosomal deletions and amplifications in 243 primary breast

carcinoma tissues (Hicks et al., 2006). The custom array con-

tained 60-mer oligonucleotides representing 28,830 unique

genes (van den Ijssel et al., 2005). In this aCGH platform,

1684 highly recurrent altered regions were found in 171 pri-

mary breast tumours (Chin et al., 2007).

Autosomal variations in copy number among multiple tu-

mours were determined relative to a normal diploid male

DNA (Hicks et al., 2006) or to a reference pool of 50 randomized

tumours (Chin et al., 2007). In both studies, at least 10% of the

tumours were required to display a consistent increase or de-

crease of at least one copy of the target locus. Neither study

(Chin et al., 2007; Hicks et al., 2006) controlled for tumour sub-

type or heterogeneity. The requirement for ubiquitous geno-

mic stability across all breast tumour subtypes is expected

to identify common genomic intervals that are essentially un-

altered in themost prevalent types of tumours (however, con-

clusions about stability in individual subtypes may not be

valid).

ROMA probe IDs were ordered by genomic coordinate and

hybridization copy number (based on NCBI Build 36/hg18 as-

sembly). Adjacent probes with identical copy numbers (either

increased or decreased) were grouped to form contiguous in-

tervalswith the sameunstable genotypes. This sameapproach

was taken to cluster intervals of gains or losses less than 105 kb

apart using an independent dataset (Chin et al., 2007).

Stable genomic intervals were inferred by complement-

ing genomic coordinates of clusters of tightly linked unsta-

ble intervals. Genes located within stable and unstable

regions were determined by convolving the genomic coordi-

nates of all known protein-coding genes (CCDS; build

Hs36.3) with those of stable and unstable regions using the

Galaxy metaserver (http://main.g2.bx.psu.edu). The history

and results of the operations used to derive this and other

genomic datasets are available on our laboratory website

(http://cancer.cytognomix.org/stable). Genes that overlap-

ped the interface between adjacent stable and unstable in-

tervals were classified as unstable. Although conservative,

this approach avoided false assignments of unstable regions

as stable. Stable chromosomal regions were further charac-

terized by comparing the cumulative stability across each

chromosome to the frequency of recurrent cytogenetic ab-

normalities in breast cancer (Mitelman Database of Chromo-

some Aberrations and Gene Fusions in Cancer; http://cgap.

nci.nih.gov/Chromosomes/Mitelman; n ¼ 5328, Sept 2010

version).

2.2. Gene expression analysis with copy number data
across breast cancer subtypes

To identify genes in stable regions with nominal expression,

datasets for tumour and normal samples were compared.

These consisted of either matched tumour and normal
nd genic characterization of stable genomic regions in breast
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marginal tissues from the same individual (Turashvili et al.,

2007) or individual tumours compared with average expres-

sion in a pooled set of 50 tumours (Naderi et al., 2007). These

comparisons were done to mitigate inter-individual sources

of variability in differential gene expression.

Differentially expressed genes (the highest and lowest

10%) present in tumours relative to normal matched tissues

in the Turashvili et al. (2007) data were identified with Onco-

mine (https://www.oncomine.org/). These genes were then

categorized with Galaxy according to their genomic stability

using data from Hicks et al. (2006). These results were repli-

cated by analyzing the distribution of stable genomic inter-

vals in an independent set of 113 matched primary breast

tumours, for which both expression (Naderi et al., 2007)

and copy number abnormalities (Chin et al., 2007) were

available (Array Express: E-UCON-1). However, Chin et al.

(2007) and Naderi et al. (2007) used a lower resolution micro-

array which detects genomic sequences at a lower density.

Over- and under-expressed genes were similarly eliminated

with GeneSpring GX Software (Agilent). P-values of log2 ra-

tios (fold change) were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hoch-

berg multiple testing correction ( p < 0.05). The sets of stable

genes and genes with nominal expression were indexed by

HGNC (HUGO [Human Gene Organization] Gene Nomencla-

ture Committee) symbol and joined with the Galaxy meta-

server to identify common members of both sets. This set

of stable genes should be independent of differentially

genes expressed in a series of unrelated breast tumours.

Subsequently, we analyzed differentially expressed genes

in 5 independent series of paired breast tumour and

matched normal specimens using the Student’s t test

( p < 0.01; GEO datasets GDS2739, GDS3716, GDS3324,

GDS3139, GDS2635); and compared these results with the
Figure 1 e Unstable and stable genomic regions mapped to chromosome 1

displayed (orange) along the entire chromosome 17. Merging genomic interv

regions (blue) were derived from the complement of unstable regions. (B)

chromosome 17(q12q21.1). The red arrow indicates the location ofERBB2, a g
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stably expressed gene set deduced from Turashvili et al.

(2007) and Hicks et al. (2006). The deduced dually stable

gene set was also compared with the spectrum of commonly

found mutations that either abolish gene function or cause

rearrangement detected by DNA sequencing of candidate

cancer genes and breast tumour exomes. The data sources

included the most prevalent genes mutated in breast tu-

mours in the COSMIC database (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/

perl/genetics/CGP/cosmic?action¼byhist&sn¼breast&s¼3),

the Cancer Gene Consensus database (http://www.sanger.

ac.uk/genetics/CGP/Census/)(as of 10/12/2011) and from

high throughput genome sequences of breast tumours

(Stephens et al., 2009).
2.3. Pathway and gene ontology analysis

Protein-coding genes residing in stable regions were

assigned to biochemical pathways with Webgestalt (http://

bioinfo.vanderbilt.edu/webgestalt). Significant KEGG (Kyoto

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathways enriched

in stable genes in the complete genome (http://www.

genome.jp/kegg/), were identified based on a hypergeomet-

ric test ( p < 0.01) for enrichment scores R > 1 (Supporting

Information Table S1). Genes were colour-coded with the

Gene Map Annotator & Pathway Profiler (http://www.

genmapp.org) based on whether the copy number was de-

creased, increased or diploid (eg. Figure 4, Supporting Infor-

mation Figure S5).

Previously annotated cancer pathways (KEGG: hsa05200)

were compared to those enriched in the stable gene set. Stable

cancer-related genes were classified according to gene ontol-

ogy [GO] (Ashburner et al., 2000) and relevant GO terms were

annotated using the Database for Annotation, Visualization
7. (A) Probes that detected frequent amplifications and deletions are

als corresponding to these probes formed unstable regions (red). Stable

Unstable regions, stable regions, and genes (black) are displayed for

ene within an unstable region and amplified inw25%of breast cancers.
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Figure 2 e Frequency and length distributions of unstable and stable genomic regions and protein-coding genes. Histogram indicates that the

majority of unstable regions (dark blue) are £250 kb in length (bin 250,000 bp) and stable regions (turquoise) are longer than 250 kb (bin

250,000 bp). The Y-axis represents the number of stable or unstable regions, and genes as a percentage from each group. The X-axis depicts

genomic lengths binned in units of 1000 bp. In comparison to stable regions, protein-coding genes (grey; consensus coding sequence project) have

a smaller size distribution similar to that of unstable regions.
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and Integrated Discovery (DAVID; http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.

gov). The Benjamini-Hochberg correction was applied to ad-

just for false positive stable gene assignments.

2.4. Genes in stable genomic regions as targets for
breast cancer therapy

Stable gene products involved in metabolism of breast

cancer therapeutic agents were retrieved from the
Figure 3 e Length distribution of single-copy (sc) stable genomic intervals p

those within segmentally duplicated regions (red) are compared with overa

regions, the distribution of stable material is not related to chromosome len

preservation of sc-genomic stability on chromosomes 2, 7, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 1

repetitive DNA (as represented by diminished length of sc-intervals) than
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Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Base (http://pharmgkb.org).

For each agent, the KEGG pathways and the number of targets

associated with stable genes were tabulated. The KEGG and

PharmGKB results were linked to relate stable gene products

with associated drugs and diseases. This processwas repeated

for all pathways that were significantly enriched ( p < 0.01) in

the KEGG table of drug targets. We also determined which

drugs targeted the largest number of stable genes in the signif-

icantly enriched pathways.
er autosome. In the histogram, the lengths of stable regions including

ll chromosome length (black). While all chromosomes contain stable

gth (r2 [ 0.401). On a per nucleotide basis, there is a higher degree of

9 and 22. Stable regions of chromosome 13 and 18 appear to have more

the other chromosomes.

nd genic characterization of stable genomic regions in breast
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Figure 4 e MAPK signalling pathway with unstable and stable (copy number and expression) genes represented. The genes in the pathway are

annotated as indicated in the figure. The preponderance of genes at the entry point (cell membrane) are either amplified and/or deleted, whereas

stable genes are present downstream. This is consistent with abnormal signalling propagated through these downstream gene products. This figure

was modified from the WikiPathways entry for MAPK. It used data from GENMAPP as indicated in the methods.
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2.5. Identification and confirmation of multi-copy
sequences in stable regions

Copy number changeswere assessed in severalmulti-copy se-

quences predicted to be stable in breast cancer, since such

changes would be more likely to occur in tumour genomes

as a result of aberrant replication or recombination. Multi-

copy, stable regions were identified using Galaxy by intersect-

ing stable repeat-masked intervals with segmentally dupli-

cated sequences in the genome (>500 bp long). The genomic

copy number of each stable multi-copy interval was deter-

mined with mpiBLAST (www.mpiblast.org) and parsed to ex-

tract all divergent sequences with >70% and >80% similarity

over>200 bp and>100 bp lengths, respectively. Multi-copy se-

quences which intersected unstable copy number sequence

intervals in GEO GPL7313 were excluded from subsequent

analyses. Stability of a subset ofmulti-copy regions from 5 dif-

ferent chromosomes was determined by quantitative PCR (Q-

PCR) in 5 breast cancer cell lines [SKBR3 (Trempe, 1976), MCF7
Please cite this article in press as: Nicole I. Park et al., Structural a
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(Soule et al., 1973), T47D (Keydar et al., 1979), HS578T (Hackett

et al., 1977), and MDA-MB-231 (Cailleau et al., 1974)] and 10

control individuals (Supporting Information Table S2). ERBB2

(chr17q12) which is amplified in SKBR3 (Xiao et al., 2009)

served as a positive copy number control. The Pfaffl method

(Pfaffl, 2001) was used to determine the copy number relative

to diploid. Genomic stability was also assessed by fluores-

cence in situ hybridization (FISH) on metaphase chromo-

somes with synthetic multi-copy probes developed from

stable regions (DEFA1-chr 8p23.1 and P14KA-chr 22q11.2, Sup-

porting Information Table S2) (Khan et al., 2011; Knoll and

Rogan, 2003) and BAC clones (Osoegawa et al., 2001) spanning

stable chemotherapy gene targets from 3 different chromo-

somes: FLT4 (RP11-179D12-chr 5q35), GMPR2 (RP11-368G9-

chr14q12), CSF1R (RP11-754J8-chr 5q33.1) (Knoll and Lichter,

2005). An ERBB2 BAC probe [RP11-94L15-chr 17p12,] in combi-

nation with a chromosome 17 centromere specific probe

(CEP17) served as a positive control for copy number amplifi-

cation (Wolff et al., 2007).
nd genic characterization of stable genomic regions in breast
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3. Results

3.1. Stable regions in genomes of breast cancer patients

We report stable regions in the breast cancer genome based on

analysis of two independent datasets which mapped copy

number alterations (Chin et al., 2007; Hicks et al., 2006), and fil-

ter the content of these regions for genes with nominal ex-

pression levels (see Section 3.2). From 2847 ‘representative or

core’ oligonucleotide probes that detected frequent deletions

and amplifications in 243 primary breast carcinoma tissues,

766 contiguous genomic regions were derived and classified

as unstable and 812 adjacent genomic intervals as stable

(Figure 1 and Table 1).

Stable copy number regions comprise 56.3% of the entire

genome or 1.6 Gb. The distribution of unstable genomic re-

gion lengths is on average smaller (<250 kb) than the stable

genomic intervals (>250 kb). Typically, stable interval lengths

ranged from 1 to 2.5 Mb (21.3%; 173 of total 812). The most

frequent protein-coding genes in stable intervals were

10,001e25,000 bp in length (4310 of 19,856). Stable regions

are therefore characterized by higher gene densities

(Figure 2). Using the same approach with data from another

study (Chin et al., 2007), we observed many of the same sta-

ble regions. That is, 828 unstable regions and 680 adjacent

stable regions were deduced from the aCGH data. Of the

680 stable regions, 535 of them overlapped stable regions de-

termined from Hicks et al. (2006), equivalent to 1.3 Gb of the

genome (Table 1). Chromosomes with the largest fraction of

stable regions (Figure 3) were associated with lower frequen-

cies of cytogenetic abnormalities (for chromosomes 2, 9, 10

and 15: 3.1e3.5%) and those with lower stable region cover-

age had disproportionately higher frequencies of abnormali-

ties (chromosomes 8, 13, 18, and 20) (Supporting Information

Table S3).

Genomic architecture and paralogous structures often

potentiate DNA rearrangements in tumour cells (Kolomietz
Table 1 e Summary of aCGH datasets used to derive stable copy number

Dataset 1 (Hicks

aCGH platform ROMA (GEO: GPL7313)

Total probe no. 85,000 (50-mer)

Copy number abnormalities No. of probes

1772 (amp) 1864 (de

Unstable regionsa 766

Stable regions 812

Genes (CCDS) in stable regionsb 9463

Stable regions common to both datasets

Stable genes common to both datasets

The number of probes and regions of frequent copy number abnormality a

used in our replication study. The numbers of unstable and correspondin

genes wholly contained within stable regions. The numbers of stable

summarized.
a Merged genomic coordinates of adjacent probes (Dataset 1) or regions

“amp” refers to amplification, “del” refers to deletion, and “bp” refers to
b Includes genes with and without corresponding Entrez IDs.

Please cite this article in press as: Nicole I. Park et al., Structural a
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et al., 2002; Pace et al., 2009). We found stable regions contain

paralogous regions in cis that appear to be maintained as an

ensemble. Multi-copy stable regions are annotated according

to their genic (Table 2) and intergenic content. Multi-copy,

paralogous sequences in stable regions (Figure 3) are present

on every chromosome, but are proportionately less abundant

on longer chromosomes and more common on shorter chro-

mosomes. The highest percentages of paralogs are present

on chromosomes 2 (9.1%), 9 (9.9%), 10 (7.9%), 15 (7.5%) and

the lowest in chromosomes 13 (1.3%) and 18 (0.6%). Chromo-

some 18 was substantially underrepresented for stable

regions relative to other F group chromosomes (ie. chromo-

somes 16 and 17) and chromosome 15 was overrepresented

compared to other D group chromosomes (ie. chromosomes

13 and 14) (Supporting Information Table S3). The number of

stable, in cis multi-copy sequences ranged from none on

chromosome 1 to 356 on chromosome 16 (Supporting Infor-

mation Table S4). Multi-copy families were more often

distributed in cis (771) than in trans (360). There were 21 dif-

ferent multi-copy sequence families covering 5.7 Mb, with

copy numbers ranging from 2 to 26 copies per haploid ge-

nome. Stability of 22, 18, 12, 6, and 3 copy sequence families

in cis were tested in breast cancer cell lines and normal con-

trols. Copy numbers of these sequence families were con-

served in the cell lines by Q-PCR, with the exception of the

22-copy sequence family which was estimated to have

6e12 copies in HS578T and T47D (Supporting Information

Figure S1). Members of this sequence family were 1234 bp

in average length, organized in cis on chromosome 8 and

distributed intergenically between FAM90A gene family

members (Supporting Information Figure S2). ERBB2 amplifi-

cation in SKBR3 served as a positive control by Q-PCR

(Supporting Information Figure S3) and metaphase FISH.

The stability of other deduced multi-copy sequences

(DEFA1, P14KA) was also demonstrated by metaphase FISH

in all but one breast cancer cell line, despite differing modal

chromosome numbers (Supporting Information Table S5;

Figure S4).
regions.

et al., 2006) Dataset 2 (Chin et al., 2007)

Custom array (GEO: GPL5737)

30,000 (60-mer)

No. of regions

l) 782 (both) 1911 (gain) 1255 (loss)

828

680

7692

535 regions (1,348,553,559 bp)

3859

re summarized by Dataset 1 and Dataset 2, respectively. Dataset 2was

g stable regions are shown, as well as the number of protein-coding

regions and protein-coding genes common to both datasets are

(Dataset 2) with the same copy number abnormality (see Section 2);

base pair.

nd genic characterization of stable genomic regions in breast
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Table 2 e Stable copy number genes contained within in cis multi-copy regions.

Gene symbol Gene description

3e5 Multi-Copy

ABCC6 NM_001171: ATP-binding cassette, sub-family C, member 6; NM_001079528: URG7 protein isoform 2

ANAPC1 Anaphase promoting complex subunit 1

AQP7 Aquaporin 7

C2orf78 Hypothetical protein LOC388960

CCDC144A Coiled-coil domain containing 144A

CCDC144B Coiled-coil domain containing 144B

CCDC144C Homo sapiens cDNA clone IMAGE: 4837395.

CNTNAP3 Cell recognition molecule CASPR3

DEFA1B Alpha-defensin 1b

DEFA3 Defensin, alpha 3 preproprotein

DUB3 Deubiquitinating enzyme 3

FAM86B1 NM_001083537: hypothetical protein LOC85002; NR_003494: FAM86B1 protein

FLJ32679 Hypothetical protein LOC440321

FLJ36492 Homo sapiens cDNA, FLJ18738

GGT1 Gamma-glutamyltransferase 1 precursor

GOLGA6L1 Golgi autoantigen, golgin sub-family a-like

GOLGA8E Golgi autoantigen, golgin sub-family a, 8E

GOLGA8G Golgi autoantigen, golgin sub-family a, 8G

HERC2 Hect domain and RLD 2

HERC2P3 Putative uncharacterized protein (Fragment)

KIAA0393 Uncharacterized protein ENSP00000372404

LOC339047 Hypothetical protein LOC339047

LOC339240 Putative uncharacterized protein FLJ46089 precursor

LOC375133 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ11279 fis, clone place1009444, highly similar to phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase alpha

LOC375133 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ11279 fis, clone place1009444, highly similar to phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase alpha

LOC392196 Homo sapiens deubiquitinating enzyme 3 pseudogene (LOC392196), non-coding RNA

MBD3L2 Methyl-CpG binding domain protein 3-like 2

NOMO1 Nodal modulator 1

NOMO2 Nodal modulator 2 isoform 1

NOMO3 Nodal modulator 3

NPIP Nuclear pore complex interacting protein

OVOS2 Ovostatin 2

PDXDC1 Pyridoxal-dependent decarboxylase domain

PI4KA Phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase type 3 alpha

PKD1 NM_001009944: polycystin 1 isoform 1 precursor; NM_000296: polycystin 1 isoform 2 precursor

PLGLA Homo sapiens plasminogen-like A (PLGLA), non-coding RNA

PLGLB1 Plasminogen-like B1

PLGLB2 Plasminogen-like B2

PRR20 Proline rich 20

RGPD1 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 1

RGPD2 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 2

RGPD5 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 5 isoform

RGPD6 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 6

RIMBP3 DKFZP434H0735 protein

RIMBP3B RIMS binding protein 3B

RIMBP3C RIMS binding protein 3C

RRN3P1 RNA polymerase I transcription factor homolog (S. cerevisiae) pseudogene 1

URG7 Homo sapiens up-regulated gene 7 (URG7) mRNA, complete cds

ZNF705D Zinc finger protein 705D

6e8 Multi-Copy

C2orf78 Hypothetical protein LOC388960

DKFZp434P211 Homo sapiens mRNA; cDNA DKFZp434P211

FLJ32679 Hypothetical protein LOC440321

GOLGA6L1 Golgi autoantigen, golgin sub-family a-like

GOLGA8E Golgi autoantigen, golgin sub-family a, 8E

GOLGA8G Golgi autoantigen, golgin sub-family a, 8G

LOC339047 Hypothetical protein LOC339047

NPIP Nuclear pore complex interacting protein

PDXDC1 Pyridoxal-dependent decarboxylase domain

PKD1 NM_001009944: polycystin 1 isoform 1 precursor; NM_000296: polycystin 1 isoform 2 precursor

RGPD1 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 1

RGPD2 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 2

(continued on next page)
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Table 2 e (continued )

Gene symbol Gene description

RGPD5 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 5 isoform

RGPD6 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 6

USP18 Ubiquitin specific protease 18

9e11 Multi-Copy

LOC339047 Hypothetical protein LOC339047

NPIP Nuclear pore complex interacting protein

RANBP2 RAN binding protein 2

RGPD1 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 1

RGPD2 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 2

RGPD5 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 5 isoform

RGPD6 RANBP2-like and GRIP domain containing 6

USP17 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 17

12e16 Multi-Copy

LOC339047 Hypothetical protein LOC339047

NPIP Nuclear pore complex interacting protein

NPIPL3 Nuclear pore complex interacting protein-like 3

PDXDC2 Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ23482 fis, clone KAIA03142

RUNDC2B RUN domain containing 2B

Multi-copy intervals are categorized by copy number, ie. 3e5, 6e8, 9e11 and 12e16 copies. More genes are associated with the lower number

multi-copy intervals. Some genes contain several distinct multi-copy subfamilies giving rise to overlapping multi-copy sequences (e.g. NPIP,

GOLGA8E ). Many genes have not been assigned a function (e.g. PDXDC2, URG7).
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3.2. Stably expressed genes in stable copy number
regions: major pathways and functions involved in tumour
maintenance

Within stable regions, there were 9463 complete CCDS genes

(8083with Entrez Gene IDs) and 7403 geneswithin unstable re-

gions. Expression analysis of paired breast tumours and nor-

mal controls (Turashvili et al., 2007) demonstrated 5804

genes to be stable at both genomic and transcript levels. These

dually stable geneswere analyzed in established cellular path-

ways and gene ontologies, which suggested functions that are

maintained in the majority of breast tumours. Interestingly,

many of the same pathways containing stable genes are also

disrupted by abnormalities in unstable or mutated genes. We

suggest that this overlap may be relevant to tumour initiation

and/or maintenance. The dually stable gene set was enriched

for KEGG pathway hsa05200, which includes neuroactive

ligandereceptor interaction ( p ¼ 7.32e�14), cytokineecytokine

receptor interaction ( p ¼ 2.54e�12), MAPK signalling pathway

( p ¼ 1.76e�7), focal adhesion ( p ¼ 3.55e�10), Jak-STAT signal-

ling pathway ( p ¼ 6.04e�8), cell cycle ( p ¼ 2.64e�7), cellecell/

adherens junction ( p ¼ 7.19e�9), and TGF-beta signalling

( p ¼ 1.01e�7; Supporting Information Table S1). Other

pathways with significantly enriched stable genes included

oxidative phosphorylation ( p ¼ 1.46e�14), Wnt signalling

( p ¼ 7.30e�10), natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity

( p ¼ 2.58e�8), leukocyte transendothelial migration

( p¼ 3.53e�8), and cell adhesion ( p¼ 3.81e�5). Some interesting

patterns emerge among the stable and unstable genes in the

same pathways. In the MAPK pathway (Figure 4), we noted

a higher propensity for unstable gene products encoding sur-

face receptors and ligands (i.e. initiating sites of aberrant sig-

nalling), contrasting with many stable genes being

distributed throughout the rest of these pathways (i.e. to
Please cite this article in press as: Nicole I. Park et al., Structural a
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propagate the abnormal signals). A similar pattern emerged

for the Wnt signalling pathway (Supporting Information

Figure S5).

Dually stable genes were classified according to biological

processes to which they contribute. Cell adhesion and motil-

ity, signal transduction, transcriptional regulation, transport,

cellular metabolism, and RNA metabolism are dysregulated

in breast neoplasia (Sjoblom et al., 2006). Contrary to expecta-

tion, the pathways containing stable genes were not distinct

from those containing dysregulated genes with abnormal

copy number. The gene ontologies of 373 stable genes were

significantly enriched for known cancer pathways. Cell sur-

face receptor-linked signal transduction (42.9% of stable

gene set; p¼ 2.16e�41), followed by intracellular signalling cas-

cade (31.9%; p ¼ 2.55e�32) and G-protein coupled receptor pro-

tein signalling (24.4%; p ¼ 1.35e�20) showed the most

significant enrichment. Additionally, positive regulation of

catalytic activity ( p ¼ 2.59e�26), regulation of cell proliferation

( p ¼ 1.35e�20), protein amino acid phosphorylation

( p¼ 5.84e�19), regulation ofmacromoleculemetabolic process

( p ¼ 1.90e�12), regulation of cell motion ( p ¼ 1.58e�8), anti-

apoptosis ( p ¼ 5.08e�4), and regulation of epithelial cell prolif-

eration ( p¼ 0.02) were significantly enriched. These functions

are associated with tumour cell survival, proliferation, repair,

and regeneration.

3.2.1. Replication of findings
Results were replicated using an independent dataset of

tumour-normal pairs analyzed for both copy number and ex-

pression (Chin et al., 2007; Naderi et al., 2007). Of the 7692

protein-coding genes with stable copy number, 3589 did not

exhibit differences in expression. These genes were repre-

sented in 150 enriched pathways, 95 of which were shared

by the Hicks et al. (2006) (n1) and Chin et al. (2007) (n2) datasets.
nd genic characterization of stable genomic regions in breast
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The most significant pathways common to both analyses in-

cluded MAPK signalling (n1 ¼ 74, n2 ¼ 67), regulation of actin

cytoskeleton (n1 ¼ 64, n2 ¼ 50), Wnt signalling (n1 ¼ 52,

n2 ¼ 40), insulin signalling (n1 ¼ 50, n2 ¼ 37), VEGF signalling

(n1¼ 23, n2¼ 14), apoptosis (n1¼ 22, n2¼ 17) and glycolysis/glu-

coneogenesis (n1 ¼ 21, n2 ¼ 23) (Supporting Information Table

S6). This study revealed 325 gene ontologies enriched for sta-

ble genes (n2; p � 0.05), with 183 gene ontologies shared with

the above gene set (n1) (Supporting information Table S7).

The composition of the dually stable gene set was sup-

ported by several other replicate genomic and expression

breast cancer studies (http://cancer.cytognomix.org/stable).

A high throughput, sequence-based genomic analysis

(Stephens et al., 2009) identified 130 genes mutated in 2 or

more tumours (w10% for n ¼ 24). However, only 20 of these

genes were present in the stable gene set (http://cancer.

cytognomix.org/stable) (Supporting Information Table S8).

The deduced dually stable gene set was also compared with

the COSMIC and Cancer Gene Consensus Databases of muta-

tions. Of the genes that are commonly mutated in breast can-

cer in these databases, 8 were present among the deduced set

of stable copy number and expressed genes. Furthermore, dif-

ferentially expressed genes in 5 independent series of paired

breast tumour-normal GEO datasets (see Methods) identified

69 differentially expressed genes in 2 or more series among

the 5804 stably expressed genes with normal copy number

(Supporting information Table S8). After accounting for unsta-

ble or mutated genes present in the combined GEO, COSMIC,

Cancer Gene Consensus, and high throughput tumour se-

quencing data, the number of dually stable genes deduced

fromHicks et al. (2006) and Turashvili et al. (2007) was reduced

by 1.6% (n ¼ 96) to 5708. Intersecting the above data with Chin

et al., 2007 and Naderi et al., 2007, the combined unstable or

mutated gene datasets reduce the number of dually stable

genes by 1.7% (n ¼ 66) to 3793. The low numbers of unstable

genes in the replicates overlapping the deduced stable sets

suggest that this core set of stable genes will be present in

the majority of breast tumours.

3.3. Stable gene products as targets for breast cancer
therapy

A common set of dually stable genes is more likely to be func-

tional in a plurality of tumours. Their products may represent

potential therapeutic targets, since drugs acting upon them

would be effective in a preponderance of tumours. These

gene products are thus plausible targets for systemic breast

tumour chemotherapies that are approved because of their ef-

ficacy in ablating tumours in the maximum number of pa-

tients. Genes encoding these targets would thus be

maintained as an ensemble in the breast tumour genomes,

since drugs would be expected to disrupt multiple functions

or pathways containing them.

Of the 68 agents commonly used in breast cancer treat-

ment, 24 target proteins encoded by dually stable genes

(Table 3). Genomic stability of the 3 genes tested (CSF1R,

FLT4, andGMPR2) was confirmed bymetaphase FISH (Support-

ing information Table S5). Pathways containing each of these

gene products included metabolic processes (e.g. purine, py-

rimidine metabolism and glycolysis), inflammation (natural
Please cite this article in press as: Nicole I. Park et al., Structural a
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killer cell mediated cytotoxicity and gamma R-mediated

phagocytosis) and cellular interactions (neuroactive

ligandereceptor interactions, endocytosis, focal adhesion

and cytokineecytokine interaction). The context of these

drug targets showed a broad distribution of biochemical path-

ways. In some instances, these targets occurred at the inter-

section of multiple pathways; for example, glycolysis and

gluconeogenesis are enriched for stable gene products

( p ¼ 0.000117). Among these products, glucokinase is an in-

vestigational target for potential breast cancer therapy be-

cause of increased energy requirements of tumour cells (Lu

and Huang, 2010; Pelicano et al., 2006; Warburg, 1956).

In some instances,multiple dually stable gene products are

targets of the same drug and are members of the same path-

ways. For example, FLT4, KDR, CSF1R, and RET comprise four

of nine known drug targets of sunitinib. FLT4, KDR, and

CSF1R belong to signalling pathways characterized by cytoki-

neecytokine receptor interactions, focal adhesion, and endo-

cytosis. These genes also contribute to vascular development,

VEGF signalling and haematopoiesis, both of which are essen-

tial for tumour growth (Folkman, 2006). Inhibition of KDR de-

creases tumour growth and angiogenesis (Shao et al., 2004).

GMPR2 and AMPD3 are also members of common nucleoside

metabolic pathways which are targets of azathioprine and

mercaptopurine. GMPR2 and AMPD3 are both components of

purine and pyrimidine metabolism. Fc receptors encoded by

FCGR3B and FCGR2A are targets of cetuximab and trastuzu-

mab, and belong to the same pathways associated with natu-

ral killer cell mediated cytotoxicity and Fc gamma R-mediated

phagocytosis. Anti-tumour effects of monoclonal antibodies

are dependent on immune activation through these receptors

(Clynes et al., 2000; Stavenhagen et al., 2007). Based on the in-

dependent replication dataset (Chin et al., 2007; Naderi et al.,

2007), 5 of the 24 dually stable gene targets were also targets

of venlafaxine (HTR1A), mercaptopurine (GMPR2), azathio-

prine (GMPR2), sertraline (HTR1A), fluvoxamine (HTR1A), suni-

tinib (KDR), and topotecan (ABCG2).
4. Discussion

If cancer is driven andmaintained solely by abnormal tumour

suppressor and oncogenes, then all other genes in a tumour

should be mutable. We have deduced a set of genes with

unaltered copy number and expression that encode products

in multiple tumour-associated biochemical pathways. Stably

expressed genes contained within these stable genomic

regions, their assigned functions and pathways, and the sus-

ceptibility of cells to drugs that target their gene products

are all consistent with selection for their preservation in the

breast cancer genome. The large numbers of tumours ana-

lyzed, many of which exhibit defective DNA repair facilitating

genome-wide mutation accumulation (Lahtz and Pfeifer,

2011), and our initial and replication analyses defining a con-

sistent core set of dually stable genes, each mitigate against

the possibility that these are bystander genes that have fortu-

itously escaped mutation. The present analysis considers

whether this gene set encodes functions required for homeo-

static tumour initiation and maintenance in a set of pheno-

typically heterogeneous tumours. Dysregulated signalling
nd genic characterization of stable genomic regions in breast
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Table 3 e Drugs used in breast cancer therapy that act on stable gene products.

Drug: No. of targets Stable drug targets Associated pathways

Azathioprine: 12 GMPR2 Purine metabolism

AMPD3 Purine metabolism, metabolic pathways

Cetuximab: 12 FCGR3B Natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity, Leishmania infection, systemic lupus

erythematosus

FCGR2A Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis, Leishmania infection, systemic lupus

erythematosus

Cyanocobalamin: 11 TCN2 N/A

MTRR N/A

MMACHC N/A

Dasatinib: 10 ABL1 ErbB signalling pathway, cell cycle axon guidance, neurotrophin signalling

pathway, pathogenic E. coli infection, pathways in cancer, chronic myeloid

leukaemia, viral myocarditis

YES1 Tight junction, adherens junction

Docetaxel: 2 BCL2 Apoptosis, neurotrophin signalling pathway, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,

pathways in cancer, colorectal/prostate/small cell lung cancer

Oestradiol: 4 SHBG N/A

Oestrone: 5 SHBG N/A

Fluvoxamine: 3 HTR1A Neuroactive ligandereceptor interaction

Folic Acid: 5 SLC25A32 N/A

Gemcitabine: 3 RRM1

CMPK1

Pyrimidine metabolism, purine metabolism, glutathione metabolism,

metabolic pathways

Irinotecan: 2 TOP1MT Panther pathways: DNA replication

Losartan: 1 AGTR1 Calcium signalling pathway, neuroactive ligandereceptor interaction,

vascular smooth muscle contraction, renin-angiotensin system

Mercaptopurine: 12 GMPR2 Purine metabolism

AMPD3 Purine metabolism, metabolic pathways

Paclitaxel: 2 BCL2 Apoptosis, neurotrophin signalling pathway, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,

pathways in cancer, colorectal/prostate/small cell lung cancer

Sertraline: 3 HTR1A Neuroactive ligandereceptor interaction

Sulfasalazine: 2 ACAT1 Butanoate metabolism, lysine degradation, pyruvate metabolism, benzoate

degradation via CoA ligation, fatty acid metabolism, propanoate metabolism,

valine, leucine and isoleucine degradation, synthesis and degradation of ketone

bodies, tryptophan metabolism, terpenoid backbone biosynthesis, metabolic

pathways

Sunitinib: 9 FLT4 Cytokineecytokine receptor interaction, focal adhesion

KDR Cytokineecytokine receptor interaction, focal adhesion, VEGF signalling

pathway, endocytosis

CSF1R Haematopoietic cell lineage, cytokineecytokine receptor interaction,

endocytosis, pathways in cancer

RET Panther pathways: Endothelin signalling pathway, heterotrimeric G-protein

signalling pathway-Gi alpha and Gs alpha mediated pathway, metabotropic

glutamate receptor group I pathway

Topotecan: 3 TOP1MT Panther pathways: DNA replication

ABCG2 ABC transporters - General

Trastuzumab: 13 FCGR3B Natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity, Leishmania infection, systemic

lupus erythematosus

FCGR2A Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis, Leishmania infection, systemic lupus

erythematosus

Venlafaxine: 5 HTR1A Neuroactive ligandereceptor interaction

Warfarin: 3 VKORC1L1 N/A

Drugs used in breast cancer treatment (from PharmGKB) along with the number of genes they target. Some of these drugs may not be used for

killing tumour cells. Gene names of targets that are stable by copy number and expression data are reported along with associated KEGG bio-

logical pathways unless otherwise specified. N/A refers to not available.
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still requires downstream genes, stable in copy number and

expression, to propagate these signals and maintain basal

cellular processes in cancer cells.

This study defines a subset of sequence families in cis in tu-

mour cells that possess the original germline genomic struc-

ture. A plausible explanation for retention of these multiplex

structures is that they encode functionally essential genes or

contain regulatory sequences; and/or maintain genomic
Please cite this article in press as: Nicole I. Park et al., Structural a
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architectures required for tumour viability. We confirm stable

copy numbers in multiple breast cancer cell lines by Q-PCR

and FISH. All multi-copy regions tested were stable in copy

number, with the exception of a 22-copy per haploid sequence

in the HS578T and T47D cell lines (Supporting Information

Figure S1). The 22-copy sequence is organized in four distinct

clusters across 900 kb on chromosome 8p23.1 and contiguous

loss of one or two of these clusters would result in a decrease
nd genic characterization of stable genomic regions in breast
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in copy number. Array comparative hybridization of HS578T

and T47D breast cancer cell lines confirms these results (Kao

et al., 2009). These deletions may be polymorphic or perhaps,

all copies of this sequence family are not essential for somatic

viability.

Stable genes which apparently do not undergo genomic

rearrangement or do so at a low frequency are unlikely to be

a chance observation, as the gene set is stable in both copy

number analysis of a large number of tumours and in gene ex-

pression studies of breast cancer. 5804 genes occur in stable

copy number regions and exhibit stable expression inmost tu-

mours. Furthermore, analysis of 5 additional GEO sets, COS-

MIC and Cancer Consensus gene databases and sequencing

dataset (Stephens et al., 2009), decreased our stable gene set

by<2%. These stable genes aremore consistently represented

in metabolism, transcription, RNA metabolic processes, cell

communication, chromatin assembly or disassembly, plasma

membrane organization and biogenesis, cellular component

assembly and protein transport. Although some of the path-

ways (e.g. MAPK, Figure 4) containing stable genes, are also

known to contain unstable mutation targets, we reconcile

dysregulation of signalling proteins with the requirement for

downstream stable genes to propagate abnormal signals and

maintain basal cellular physiology. Mutations resulting in ab-

normal signalling at the inception of the pathwaymay dictate

dysregulation and malfunction downstream, and therefore,

stability of downstream genes in certain pathways may be

critical for maintaining the tumour phenotype. Only a subset

of genetic and epigenetic alterations are stable in the breast

cancer genome (Feinberg and Tycko, 2004; Hicks et al., 2006;

Perou et al., 2000; Widschwendter and Jones, 2002). Our find-

ings support the idea that a common set of functional path-

ways are under selection to maintain tumour viability in all

types of breast cancer. Stable genes tend to include those

encoding responses to environmental stimuli. Primary ontol-

ogies describing these genes include cell recognition, intracel-

lular protein transport, post-translational protein

modification, cell cycle, ATP-binding and activity, drug re-

sponse, membrane integrity, and signal transduction.

Certain anti-breast cancer therapies have been evaluated

in the NCI-60 panel of cancer cell lines (Staunton et al., 2001)

including four cell lines we studied (MCF7, MDA-MB-231,

HS578T, and T-47D). Paclitaxel and its derivatives, oestrone,

oestradiol, and topotecan are common therapies that act on

multiple products encoded by dually stable genes which

may, in part, explain why they are effective for inhibiting

growth of these cell lines and for treating breast cancer.

Our data also support the suggestion that certain therapeu-

tic agents approved for treating other diseases might also be

good candidates for treatment of breast tumours. Antidepres-

sants, in particular, have been shown to act on some of the

gene products encoded by stable genomic regions. Venlafax-

ine targets five gene products, four of which are encoded by

genes in stable regions (HTR1A, SLC6A2, SLC6A4, and HTR1B).

Targeting 5-hydroxytryptamine 1A and 1B receptors (HTR1A

andHTR1B), inhibits growth and induces apoptosis in cell lines

for prostate (Siddiqui et al., 2006) and colorectal (Ataee et al.,

2010) cancer. Metformin, an anti-diabetic drug, targets PRKAB1

and is present within a stable interval, has anti-cancer activity

against triple-negative breast cancer cell lines (Liu et al., 2009).
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The effectiveness of these drugs may be related to preser-

vation of gene structure and copy number of the multiple

gene products that they target. Disruption of stable genes un-

der selection would be expected to compromise key pathways

needed to maintain tumours. Therapies that inhibit or inacti-

vate multiple targets characterized by their stability in the ge-

nome and transcriptome may be an effective strategy to kill

tumours. Judicious selection of stable targets in pathways

that are intact in tumour cells, in which salvage (or alterna-

tive) pathways are mutated in these same cells, may provide

a safer treatment approach. Redundant pathways could pro-

tect normal cells from toxic effects of these drugs, however tu-

mour cells would remain susceptible. New therapies could

focus on candidates that act on gene products encoded from

within stable genomic regions (regardless of whether they

were developed to treat breast cancer) and occur within key

pathways required for tumour survival.
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